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LearnersPoint's Supply Chain Management training 
course provides a strategic, industrial, organizational
and decision- making framework for those in supply 
chain management. By using in-depth knowledge from 
the fields of operations management, operations 
research and economics, valuable insight may be given 
for complex, integrated real-life problems.

Our CPD UK certified supply chain management course 
can deliver a deeper understanding of what supply chain 
management means to a professional. Along with a 
greater appreciation of the implications and impacts of 
your work, CPD helps you continue to keep the growth 
pace needed for today’s business.
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Located at the
heart of Dubai

We are also associated with CPD UK, the premier accreditation service provider in the United Kingdom.

Learners Point is a well-recognized institute in 
corporate and  individual training in the MENA 
region and has contributed to the career success of 
more than 110,000 professionals since its founding 
in 2001. We are ISO 9001:2015 quality management 
system certified. 

Our training institute is licensed by the Government
of Dubai, UAE, and our certifications are widely 
recognized by employers around the globe. 
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Supply Chain Management involves the flows of materials and information among all of the firms that contribute value to a product, 
from the source of raw materials to end customers. This UK certified training course will integrate issues from finance (investments 
in productive assets), marketing (channels of distribution), logistics, and operations management to develop a broad understanding 
of a supply chain. By taking a strategic perspective on supply chain management functions, this comprehensive training course will 
focus on relatively long-term decisions involving the investment in productive resources, configuration of processes, product 
designs, and development of partnerships with suppliers and channels of distribution.
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Understanding
the supply chain
management

Supply chain
performance:
achieving strategic
fit and scope

Designing distribution
networks & applications
to online sales

Network design in
the supply chain

Designing global
supply chain networks

Coordination
in a supply chain

Managing economies of
scale in a supply chain:
cycle inventory

Managing uncertainty
in a supply chain:
safety inventory

Demand forecasting
in a supply chain

Aggregate planning
in a supply chain

Sales and operations
planning: planning
supply and demand
in a supply chain



Course outline

Understanding the
supply chain management
• Discuss the goal of a supply chain and
 explain the impact of supply chain decisions
 on the success of a firm
• Identify the three key supply chain decision
 phases and explain the significance of each one
• Describe the cycle and push/pull views of a supply chain
• Classify the supply chain macro processes in a firm

Supply chain performance:
achieving strategic fit and scope
• Explain why achieving strategic fit is
 critical to a company's overall success
• Describe how a company achieves strategic fit between 
 its supply chain strategy and its competitive strategy
• Discuss the importance of expanding the scope of
 strategic fit across the supply chain
• Describe the major challenges that must be overcome
 to manage a supply chain successfully



Course outline

Designing distribution networks 
and applications to online sales
• Identify the key factors to be considered
 when designing a distribution network

• Discuss the strengths and weaknesses
 of various distribution options

• Understand how online sales have affected the
 design of distribution networks in different industries

Network design in the supply chain
• Understand the role of network
 design in a supply chain

• Identify factors influencing supply chain
 network design decisions

• Develop a framework for making
 network design decisions

• Use optimization for facility location
 and capacity allocation decisions
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Designing global supply chain networks
• Identify factors that need to be
 included in total cost when making
 global sourcing decisions
• Define uncertainties that are
 particularly relevant when designing
 global supply chains
• Explain different strategies that
 may be used to mitigate risk in global
 supply chains
• Understand decision tree methodologies
 used to evaluate supply chain design
 decisions under uncertainty

Demand forecasting in a supply chain
• Understand the role of forecasting
 for both an enterprise and a supply chain
• Identify the components of a demand forecast
• Forecast demand in a supply chain
 given historical demand data using
 time-series methodologies
• Analyze demand forecasts to
 estimate forecast error



Course outline

Aggregate planning
in a supply chain

• Identify the decisions that are
 best solved by aggregate planning

• Understand the importance of
 aggregate planning as a supply chain

 activity

• Describe the information needed to
 produce an aggregate plan

• Explain the basic trade-offs to consider
 when creating an aggregate plan

• Formulate and solve basic aggregate
 planning problems using Microsoft Excel
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Sales and operations planning:
planning supply and demand 
in a supply chain

• Manage supply to improve
 synchronization in a supply chain in
 the face of predictable variability

• Manage demand to improve
 synchronization in a supply chain in
 the face of predictable variability

• Use sales and operations planning to
 maximize profitability when faced with
 predictable variability in a supply chain
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Coordination in a supply chain
• Describe supply chain coordination
 and the bullwhip effect, and their impact on
 supply chain performance
• Identify obstacles to coordination in a supply chain
• Discuss managerial levers that help achieve
 coordination in a supply chain
• Understand the different forms of
 collaborative planning, forecasting, and
 replenishment possible in a supply chain

Managing economies of
scale in a supply chain: cycle inventory
• Balance the appropriate costs to choose
 the optimal lot size and cycle inventory in a supply chain
• Understand the impact of quantity
 discounts on lot size and cycle inventory
• Devise appropriate discounting schemes for a supply chain
• Understand the impact of trade 
 promotions on lot size and cycle inventory
• Identify managerial levers that reduce lot size and cycle
 inventory in a supply chain without increasing cost



Course outline

Managing uncertainty in a supply chain: safety inventory
• Understand the role of safety inventory in a supply chain
• Identify factors that influence the required level of safety inventory
• Describe different measures of product availability
• Utilize managerial levers available to lower safety inventory
 and improve product availability

Determining the optimal level of product availability
• Identify the factors affecting the optimal level of product
 availability and evaluate the optimal cycle service level
• Use managerial levers that improve supply chain profitability
 through optimal service levels
• Understand conditions under which postponement is
 valuable in a supply chain
• Allocate limited supply capacity among multiple products
 to maximize expected profits
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Government accredited certification
from the Ministry of Education

Globally recognized certification
from CPD in the UK
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Dr. Ramesh Menon is a rare techno-commercial
combination of a medical graduate and an MBA from
the well-known KC College, Mumbai. He has undergone 
leadership programs in Entrepreneurial Development 
Program from the Indian Institute of Management – 
Ahmedabad [IIM-A], and Certificate Programs in Cost 
Optimization, Communication and Marketing Audit from 
IIM-A.

He has over 30 years of experience in Europe, South
East Asia and South Asia in leadership roles in multi-national 
firms. He has a wide span of hands-on experience in different 
industries with a history of successfully mentoring some of 
today’s leaders. Dr. Ramesh Menon’s experience in Due 
Diligence, Merger and Spin-off, Post-Merger Activities and 
Pre-IPO Activities makes him a powerful facilitator in 
companies planning an Acquisition, Merger or Spin-off.

His Areas of Expertise includes, several years
proven performance in all facets of Supply Chain from
Strategy to Operations, but is not limited to:
Strategic HR, Public Speaking, Communication Strategy,
Customer Satisfaction and Retention Strategy, Business
Start-up and Management, Post-Merger Activities,
Brand Performance & Trend Analysis, Training, People
Development, Team Building & Motivation, Organizational
Development Activities and Marketing Audit.
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Marry Joy
“I have a wonderful experience with Learners Point.
Everyone is accommodating, the staff and teacher are very 
considerate.  I will always be thankful to her for motivating me 
to strive hard, for making me feel that she is not only my 
lecturer or teacher but also my friend. I had this eagerness to 
do better because she always pushes me more than my limits 
and I am grateful for it. Thank you so.”

Joyana
“Trainers use strategic training lessons for students which I 
find useful and convenient, more group discussion
of assignments and teachers are able to point out your
weaknesses and work it out as well as your strengths.
Furthermore, they are flexible in making my schedules since 
I'm not a regular student due to my work and my location.”
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